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Conveyor Belt 

We offer our clients with an extensive array of Conveyor Belts of outstanding quality that 
perform in a very hassle-free manner even in extreme weather conditions. They are broadly 
applied in several industrial applications. These are fabricated employing premium grade raw 
materials in accordance to the industrial quality standards. We also supply these belts in 
diverse specifications as per the requirements of our clients. They are robust, reliable, 
elongate minimally and have good durability. They are accessible at industry leading price 
rates. 
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Conveyor Belt in India 

We are the leading suppliers of conveyor belts in India and our products are widely demanded in several 
cities of India such as Noida, Mumbai, Ahmedabad, Chennai, Hyderabad, Kanpur and Thane etc. They 
are preferred for their favorable features such as abrasion resistance, wear & tear resistance, precise 
dimensioning, durability etc. They are high in quality and yet are very reasonably priced. 
 

Specifications : 

 Precisely dimensioned 

  Excellent durability 

  High wear & tear  resistance 
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Heat Resistant Conveyor Belt 

We are the chief Heat Resistant conveyor belts manufacturers of India and fabricate them from superior 
quality material that are strong and have exceptional resistance to heat and high durability. They have 
low elongation nature and remarkable impact & mechanical damage resistance. They also have 
incredible resistance to fire. We offer only quality tested and confirmed products to or clients at 
reasonable price rates. 
 Specifications : 

 Exceptional resistance to heat 

 Impact & mechanical damage resistance  

 High durability  
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Food Grade Conveyor Belt 

Specifications : 

 do not react to acids and alkalis  

 resistant to corrosion and rust  

 resistant to oxidation and wear & tear  

 

We are the leading manufacturers and suppliers of Food Grade Conveyor Belt in India that 
are appropriate for conveying food materials. These belts are resistant to corrosion and rust, 
oxidation and wear & tear. They do not react to acids and alkalis because of   their inert 
characteristic. We manufacture them very qualitatively in adherence to the international 
standards. 
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Our Specialization 

Areas We are expert in: 

Conveyor Belt 

Conveyor Belt  Exporters 

Conveyor Belt Suppliers 

Conveyor Belt India 

Heat Resistant Conveyor Belt 

Heat Resistant Conveyor Belt Manufacturer 

Sidewall Conveyor Belt Supplier 

Food Conveyor Belt 

Food Grade Conveyor Belt in India 

Steel Cord Conveyor Belt 

Email : info@conveyor-belt.co.in 
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